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About Nomadic FIRE

CONTACT ME

Who is Marco Sison

Have you ever been sitting at your desk job after a
12-hour day and dreamed what your life would be
like if you retired early?

I did to. But today's gig economy and work
environment expects us to work ourselves to the
bone. What if you could escape the traditional life
for a life that doesn't require working 40+ hours a
week until age 65? What if you could wake up
every day without an alarm clock and do the
things you actually enjoy doing?

For years, I fantasized about Retiring Early, then I
finally made it happen. 5 years and 43 countries
later, I want to share how to make it happen for
you.

Hi, That's me. I'm Marco Sison   I started Nomad FIRE
to show you an alternative to the stress and grind of
working 70-hours a week.

On Nomadic FIRE you will �nd the same strategies,
tools, and knowledge I used to beat my student
loans, recover from getting laid off from my job,
rebuild from major �nancial mistakes, and
eventually retire at 41 to an amazing life traveling
around the world.

I have traveled the last �ve years to over 40
countries to show you the best ways to save, invest,
and live in amazing countries for 70% less cost than
the US. 

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=http%3A%2F%2Febooks.nomadicfire.com%2Fvietnam-cheat-sheet&text=Retire%20in%20Vietnam%20Cheat%20Sheet-%20The%20Five%20Essential%20Tips%20For%20New%20Expats
https://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Febooks.nomadicfire.com%2Fvietnam-cheat-sheet
https://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true%20&url=http%3A%2F%2Febooks.nomadicfire.com%2Fvietnam-cheat-sheet&title=Retire%20in%20Vietnam%20Cheat%20Sheet-%20The%20Five%20Essential%20Tips%20For%20New%20Expats
mailto:?body=Thought%20you%20might%20be%20interested%20this%20http://ebooks.nomadicfire.com/vietnam-cheat-sheet
https://nomadicfire.com/living-abroad
https://www.nomadicfire.com/contact/
https://nomadicfire.com/about
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Hanoi, Vietnam Quick Facts

Courtesy of The Earth Awaits     

Vietnamese Etiquette & Customs Cheat Sheet
Vietnam has transitioned from a budget backpacker mecca to attracting expats, digital
nomads, and early retirees. With its unique culture, affordable living, and world-renowned
cuisine, it's easy to see why people are considering moving to Vietnam as the solution to
the rising costs of living in the US.

Early retirees are eyeballing established retirement hotspots Hanoi and Da Nang or the
up and coming cities of Nha Trang or Phan Thiet. For expats visiting Vietnam for the �rst
time, the local customs and etiquette can be a bit mind-boggling.

To help �rst-time expats avoid embarrassment or, worse, potentially insulting your host
country, I have compiled a list of Cultural Etiquette and Customs for First Time Visitors in
Vietnam.

Cost of
Living:

$ 813  /mo

Population:

1,431,270 

 
 

Crime:

37

out of 100

Walkability:

98

out of 100

--

https://www.theearthawaits.com/cost-of-living/in/hanoi/apartment1bedcitycenter/2/5bd495bb-b235-46e3-ae4e-f6c02e6d8530/
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“They say you come to Vietnam

and you understand a lot in a few

minutes, but the rest has got to

be lived...”

-Graham Greene 
--
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Cultural Norms in Everyday Life

Nudity or topless sunbathing is not appropriate
If you are visiting government buildings or sacred sites, clothes should
cover your shoulders and knees.

Examples: The Jade Emperor Pagoda in Saigon and Ho Chi Minh
Mausoleum in Hanoi. I'll cover temple-speci�c etiquette below.
Avoid touching people of the opposite sex, Vietnamese frown on public
displays of affection.
Vietnamese people value humility, restraint, and modesty. Avoid being
boastful or showing off wealth.
Saying Hello- When talking to someone you don't know or older than
you, use the formal "Xin Chao." For people you are already friends with, a
quick "Chao" works.
When handing an item to someone, using both hands is seen as being
respectful.
DON'T TAKE PHOTOS OF ANYTHING MILITARY-RELATED. Seriously,
error on the side of caution here, as photos of the military can draw a
signi�cant �ne. This ban includes taking pictures of Ho Chi Minh
(known as Uncle Ho)

 INSIDER TIP: The North of Vietnam is more conservative than
the South, but both are much more modest than Thailand.
What is acceptable in neighboring Thailand or Cambodia is
not acceptable in Vietnam.

--
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Proper Eating and Table Manners
Picking up your chopsticks to start eating before the oldest person at
the table is considered rude.
Age goes for sitting at the table as well. The oldest person takes a seat,
then the rest follow. When in doubt, wait to be shown where to sit.
Speaking of chopsticks, holding your chopsticks vertically or sticking
them place them upright into a bowl of rice is a big no-no. Upright
chopsticks resemble the sticks of incense Vietnamese use to honor
their dead. 

When eating soup: Right Hand - Chopsticks; Left Hand- Spoon
Picking up your bowl and holding it closer to your mouth is perfectly
acceptable. Minimizing the distance food has to travel to your mouth is
an incredibly useful tip if your chopstick skills aren't up to par.
Leaving food on your plate is considered insulting. A clean plate is
considered a compliment to the cook.
Vietnamese often eat meals "family style." Everyone helps themselves to
food placed at the center of the table for sharing.
Your server may not bring the drinks to your table until after the meal.
When someone offers you a drink, they will consider it impolite if you
reject the �rst offer. Accept it and take a small sip. You don't have to
drink the whole thing.
The general rule is the person who invites someone to a meal pays for
the meal.

INSIDER TIP: The Vietnamese version of “Bon Appetit” is
“Chúc mọi người ăn ngon miệng” (choo-k ma new-ey ang
nong min). 

--
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Personal Interaction and Non-Verbal
Communication

Remove your hat when speaking to someone older.
Handshakes are the typical meet and greet gesture between members
of the same sex. Hugs and kisses are not. Only take a woman's hand if
she offers it �rst.
The traditional greeting of bowing with your hands held together in
front of you is used only in very formal settings. A slight bow is a more
accepted formal greeting.
Avoid standing with your arms crossing in front of your body or with
your hands on your hips. Both are considered rude and stand-of�sh.
Don't point or use your index �nger to call someone over. Use the palm
of your hand to gesture at people.
If someone invites you to their house, bring a small gift. But don't give
handkerchiefs, yellow �owers, or anything black as a gift. Your host can
interpret these gifts as a bad omen.

Be careful about the color of your gift. In Vietnam, each color has a
meaning: Red = love or fortune
Yellow = intellect
Green = balance
Take off your shoes before entering someone's house
Your feet are considered the dirtiest part of your body. Don't point the
soles of your feet towards other people or anything sacred or religious.
Conversely, the top of the head is considered sacred. Touching or
passing anything over someone's head is rude.

--
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Etiquette When Visiting Temples and
Sacred Sites

 Women should not wear
revealing, short, or tight-
�tting clothing. Ladies,
cover your shoulders
and knees; guys, no tank
tops or open shirts.
Remember the foot and
head customs from the
section above. It goes
double in religious sites.
Women, be extra careful
around monks. It's a big
cultural taboo for a
woman to touch a
monk. If a woman needs
to hand something to a
monk, it is more
appropriate to hand the
item over to a man and
the man to hand it to
the monk.
Don't touch the statues.
Bow your head to pay
respect to the temple
and the Buddha statues
inside.

 INSIDER TIP: Wear sandals when visiting temples – This isn't
an etiquette thing, but you will need to remove your shoes
every time you enter and exit. Sandals just make life easier 

--
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For More Information On Vietnam 

 Did you find this article useful? Share it!

Share on Twitter Share on
Facebook

Share on LinkedIn Share via Email

Cost Of Living in Da Nang-  Is it worth the money?
Cost Of Living In Ho Chi Minh City - Luxury comforts for $1500 per person   

Cost of Living Abroad Guides
Still researching the best cities for retirement? Check out our extensive Cost of
Living collection for the best expat destinations. Get insider information and real
examples of expat life from people who have spent years living abroad. I've
compiled all the information you need: cost breakdowns, insider tips to save
money, and detailed examples of the quality of lifestyle you can enjoy.

Cost of Living in Merida Mexico - Colorful Life In A Colonial City for $850 a
month
Cost of Living in the Dominican Republic - Expat life in Santo Domingo on
$1000 a Month
Cost of Living in Turkey - Mediterranean Beach Life For $1000 a Month In
Antalya
Cost of Living in Croatia - $1400 a Month In Europe's New Hotspot   
Cost of Living in So�a, Bulgaria-  The Cheapest Capital In The EU  
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Looking for more information onLooking for more information on
Living AbroadLiving Abroad

Show Me How I Can Live In
Vietnam

Click on the button to discover the
latest Cost of Living Guides, Travel
Tools, and Early Retirement Tips from
Nomadic FIRE    

https://nomadicfire.com/retire-in-vietnam/

